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Well I can’t believe it’s time again for the newsletter/meeting. I think I am still recovering from Currier being
in town last month. So as I am writing this, I am sitting in our room at the San Juan getting ready for a great
day of fishing. The forecast is sunny and 60, so I am hoping for a great day.
The Christmas banquet is firmly upon us. The committee has been working hard to ensure that we have
some good prizes. As always, we are still more than happy to take any donations. Things are starting to look
up and there will be some great prizes on the tables. Food, Food, Food! Did I mention that there is always lots
food. Don’t forget the whole family.
So last month we opened up for nominations for 2011 board members. The usual names came up as always,
but we would really like to see some new faces as well. I know we are all busy, but a little bit of time goes a long
way towards keeping the club running smoothly. If you can’t join the board, you might think about hosting a
trip or helping with an outing. Trust me, there is plenty to do if you are interested in helping out.
Ok, so I know this is short, but I have to go fishing. See you at the meeting.
Steve

NOVEMBER MEETING:
Wednesday,
November 10, 2010

Dinner and Chit-Chat: 5:30-6:30 PM
Meeting- 7:00 PM- Sharp

American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.

DFC NOVEMBER PROGRAM... CINDA HOWARD
A couple of months ago, Cinda Howard gave a fishing report on a trip she did
for pike in Alaska. There was so much interest that she decided to put together
a presentation for the club. This is an exciting adventure and one you don’t want
to miss! Also...get there early and check out any last minute details for Rocky Point.

in Tempe

Don't ferget next month!

For those going to Rocky Point...

If you are planning to camp at Playa De Oro you need to have a $30 deposit in before the next meeting, or you
need to be camping with someone who does have a deposit already. Your name on a sign up sheet does not
hold a spot with the group. Get your deposit in to Vince Deadmond contact information: vince@ajbest.com
480 982 7461 B or 480 818 1796.

A few important notes on the DFC Banquet...
DFC ANNUAL DECEMBER RAFFLE • Wednesday • December 8, 2010

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

For those new to the club this raffle is different than the monthly one. You will buy your raffle tickets, walk around the room to
review all the raffle items and drop your tickets in the cups for items you want to bid on. When the raffle starts one ticket will be
drawn from each cup and the lucky winner of that item will be announced. You can place as many tickets into one cup as you want,
depends on how bad you want to win that item.
There will be individual raffle tickets for the items up for bid. Ticket prices are $1 each or 6 for $5. For each $25, $50 and $100 of
raffle tickets you purchase you will also receive additional tickets as follows.
For $25 you will get 30 individual raffle tickets and 1 $25 ticket.
For $50 you will get 60 individual tickets, 2 $25 tickets and 1 $50 ticket
For $100 you will get 120 individual tickets, 4 $25 tickets, 2 $50 tickets and 1 $100 ticket.
The $25, $50 and $100 cups will be on a table next to the window where you buy your tickets. The $100 raffle item is always one
of the better items in the raffle for the night.
We will also be selling a deck of cards. Each card cost $10. We will draw one card from a new deck and the lucky person that purchased that card will win the raffle item. This also is one of the better items in the raffle.
As with the monthly raffle we use names. We do not use the ticket numbers as it would take to long for everyone to check their
tickets and see if it was a number they had.
NOTE: Again we use names on the raffle tickets. As always no bent tickets. This year we will not accept mailing labels on any ticket.
Any bent ticket or one with a mailing label will be thrown out. Be prepared to write your name, initials or use a stamp to identify
your tickets.

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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TIMELINE: Rocky Poiint, October 14-17, 2010
By Joe Staller

got my AC rigged up, so I was looking forward
Headed out Thursday afternoon to Rocky
to some nice sleeping conditions. Val woke
Point, and picked up my wife Val on the way
me up several hours later whining about be(she works in Casa Grande—which is sorta
ing cold, so I reluctantly popped the windows
kinda on the way.) Somewhere around Ajo I
open and turned on the vent fan to get some
asked if she had remembered her passport—
warmer air in.
she blamed me for only mentioning the need
for the passport just once before the trip.
Got up a bit earlier on Saturday and arrived
Briefly thought about turning around, but deat the NUDE BEACH at 9:00 a.m. The tide
cided—what the heck I have MY passport, I
was still coming in, but Vince wanted to fish
can always get back across and go and retrieve
the reef at THE NUDE BEACH. Fortunately
my wife later……
it was a neap tide and we were able to row out
without too much trouble. My first fish was
Arrived at Playa de Oro RV park at 6:00 p.m.,
a 3 pound trigger, followed by several nice
and began setting up my little tear drop camppompano. When I watched one fish streak up
er. Vince Deadmond and his wife Deb showed
to grab a Clouser on the surface, I suggested
up just minutes later. Went out for a nice dinto Vince that we switch to floating lines and
ner at Capone’s, and then went downtown to
poppers. I lost count how many pompano I
get some ice cream. While we were wandering
actually landed, but I completely wore out two
around town a big storm hit, and we scrampoppers—no tails, no hackle and no paint left.
bled back to the RV Park. I had not yet rigged
Happily, they were Vince’s poppers so I did
up my AC, so we toughed it out with just the
not feel too bad. It was not unusual to have 4-5
vent fan. Wind was blowing so hard that it
pompano fight among them selves to grab the
kept pounding the vent closed which tripped
popper. This is the first time I actually got into
the switch and shut the fan off. Made for a
a top water blitz in salt water. I will need to
long night.
make up some poppers for next time—I know
On Friday we headed to THE NUDE BEACH.
from experience that you can’t always count
Since we got a late start we left the kick boats
on Vince sharing the flies that are working. It
at camp and just fished from shore. We both
may be hard to believe, but after 3 hours of
caught several pompano on Clousers, and then
non-stop catching I was ready to call it a day
Vince lost a nice corvina right at the bank. I
and go get a nap. (After stopping for cheesewas close enough that I was able to cast right
burgers and a couple of Indio beers of course.)
behind where he lost the fish, and a trailer
Decided to skip dinner and just drink wine
picked up my fly. This fish taped out at 22” and
and eat snacks while watching the sunset.
Vince took a great picture. Note that I am fully
Then went and got fried ice cream at
dressed—
La Curva, along with some after dinI did not
ner drinks (coffee, tequila, Kahlua and
want to
whipped cream.)
frighten
the fish.
Got up early and Sunday and ran out
to “Reggie’s Drunkin’ Donuts” to get
Headed
breakfast and coffee for the wives. On
back to
the road by 9:00 a.m. When I arrived at
camp and
the border and explained that we had
took the
accidentally left Val’s passport at home,
girls out
he cheerfully said “I guess you’ll have
to lunch
to leave her in Mexico…..” but he lied.
at a new
They were quickly able to verify that Val
fish taco
had a passport on record and waved us
place on
through.
Fre m ont
that Vince
That’s the whole story, more or less. I
had sugwould like to add that I felt completely
gested.
comfortable and safe on this trip. Go
(Probably
Joe with nice corvina from THE NUDE BEACH
give Rocky Point another try! But rebecause it
member to bring your passport.
was cheap—I mean inexpensive…) 20 pesos
gets you a delicious combo taco that has marlin, shrimp and flounder plus all of the fixings.
I discovered that two fish tacos are too much
to eat, even if you did skip breakfast. My bill
for two people came to $7.25. After a bit of a
nap and a shower, we had happy hour at the
Tiki bar on top of the RV office, and then went
to El Capitan for dinner and the view. Finally

Intermediate Fly tying
November 24
The intermediate fly tying class will kick
off the Thanksgiving Holiday by tying
bass flies and having a chance to try them
out over the weekend. I know I will be
out frothing the water.
We will tie an ultra foxy minnow showed
to me by John Rohmer and a JR Baitfish
also a pattern of John..
Classes will be at Redden Construction,
Inc. office at 4131 E. Wood St. Major
cross roads are Broadway and 40th
Street. Classes start at 6:30.
Questions need a kit or sign-up call
Tom Horvath at 602-768-7280

Copyright 2010 John Rohmer Materials PO Box 51297,
Phx, AZ 85076
e-mail: dub@azflyfishing.com

Notes from our DFC Trout Bum
Bill Batchelor
(10/29/10) • I don't remember if I had told
you, but I'm in England for work in London and I am going to be going fishing this
weekend finally. I actually talked to a guy
in the Orvis store here about possibly going
with him to an Orvis location at the Hitchin
River. If that falls through I will be going
some where locally in London. Anyway, if
you don't mind I'm trying to get something
written up for the newsletter.
Okay Bill...I'll look forward to some writeup of your experiences in London...Just remember when wading the streams stay on
the left side as you cast through the riffles.
R.McKeon, DFC Editor
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THIS
AD SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call: Charlie Rosser
at: 480-985-5238
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Outing Rec
By Gentry Smith
 he club’s October Outing took place this
T
past weekend at Chevelon Canyon Lake.
While the number of attendees might not have
been great, the few of us that did make the trip
all had a great time. We were treated to some
rather mild weather, which was a big plus, especially considering the bad weather reports
that had been leading up to Friday’s departure.
This trip was originally planned with the
intent of targeting larger browns, moving up
from the south end of the lake into the creek,
preparing for their fall spawn. However, as the
case has been all year in Arizona, it seems, this
too will happen behind schedule. The consensus was the browns were slowly starting to
move toward the mouth of the lake, but not in
the large numbers we had hoped. Despite the
lower number of browns, the rainbow bite was
fairly consistent. The average size of the fish we
landed was not large (6 to 12-inch), but they
more than made up for it in spirit. Simply put,
these fish seem to have more “fight” than their
stocker kin found in most of the Rim Lakes.
By the time Larry Kivela and I arrived at
the south end of the lake on Friday afternoon,
most of the previous storm front had passed
through and we were only exposed to a light
rain shower. These few sprinkles were subsequently followed by a pretty good dry bite. I
tried a variety of dry fly and emerger patterns,

but personally found a Royal Humpy with a
Pheasant Tail dropper to be my most effective
combination. The strike ratio between the two
flies was just about 50/50.
Later that night, when we arrived at the Chevelon Lake Campground, we met up with
Ken Montgomery and John Mullen. They had
both spent the day floating the north end of the
lake. Their fishing report was similar to ours,
although, Ken reported landing a nice healthy
14-inch rainbow from a cove located in the
middle of the canyon. He successfully hooked
it on an Arizona Peacock Lady fished about 20feet deep.
Saturday, Larry and I once again headed to
the south end of the lake. We hauled our float
tubes down the trail to the launch point. The
trail on the south end is considerably shorter
than the trail on the north end of the lake. The
trade-off is a slightly steeper and narrower
path. That said, it was still a very manageable trek even with the inflated boats strapped
to our backs. This day we would have a little
more company on the water, as several others shared our same ambition. The weather
was warmer and the sky was sunnier than the
day before. However, the results were about
the same. The fish were actively feeding, just
below the surface, on emergers in the early to
mid morning. Then they slowed, almost to
halt, in the afternoon. Then the bite picked-up
again in the evening.

Finally, Sunday, we would all fish the north
end of the lake. Larry and Ken decided to portage their ‘tubes down to the water once more.
I optioned to just fish from the banks, as I was
having some issues with my waders taking on
water. After having limited success in the lake,
I decided to go explore the canyon below the
spill-way. The creek bed, down in the canyon,
on the north side of the lake was mostly dry
with the exception of a few small lagoons that
had a few trapped trout. Here I would land my
only brown of the weekend, a little guy, on a
size-22 WD-40.
For anyone still contemplating an angling
adventure to Chevelon Canyon Lake, you may
still have time to make the trip this year. And
if you are lucky, you may even catch the fall
spawn to boot! Just be aware that the road to
the lake will be closed after the first snow fall
(usually around Thanksgiving). To check the
current status, call the Black Mesa Ranger District first.
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PERFECT FLY FISHING TRIP
Imagine the perfect fishing trip, your ideal
trip and mine would probably differ. With the
many different styles of fishing, target fish, time
of year, and where to go. We can probably agree
that catching up with family and friends, is just as
important as catching a few fish, and relaxing in a
scenic setting is another reason to go fish. Arizona
has many exotic fishing locations, and many different target fish. The perfect fishing trip requires
homework, planning, and timing. Three of my fly
fishing associates and I exchanged 15 emails and
numerous phone calls to determine who could go,
who would drive, and that we would be fishing for
Northern Pike at Upper Lake Mary near Flagstaff,
AZ.
 My not so lazy day of fishing, started at 4:00 AM
with my alarm ringing, coffee brewing, and me
headed into Tempe to pick up the rest of the fishing crew. Normally two guys can fill a large SUV
with fishing gear, but we had four guys. So, I had to
implement gear restrictions or get a trailer to haul
our stuff for a one day fishing trip. We managed to
get all of the gear in the Expedition, and still have
room for cookies, and other treats.
Joe Staller, David Hwang, and I met at Dave Weaver's house, the most central location, for our drive
to Flagstaff. Planning is important and fishing reports indicated that Pike were biting at Upper Lake
Mary. Generally spring and fall are good times to
fish, some would argue that anytime you can go, is
a good time to go fishing. Being in the latter camp,

By Vince Deadmond

I fish year around, but I do pay attention to fishing reports and target fish that should be able to be
caught, when I go fishing.
When you plan a fishing trip you need to assess
everyone's fishing desires. My group, a hard core
bunch of fly fishers, would fish hard all day. We
were on the water before 9:00 AM and there was
some grumbling about getting a late start. The cool
weather in Flagstaff was a perfect escape from the
desert heat of the late summer, everyone was quite
chipper. I started catching Pike early and often, and
I even caught some Perch. Some of the guys caught
Pike, Perch, and Walleyes. We took a break to find
out what was working, and exchanged ideas, rerigged flies, changed lines, grabbed a snack and
resumed fishing.
We were not the only ones using this perfectly
scenic lake. It was delightful to listen to kids whoop
with joy when they caught a fish with their family.
One fly fisher, not in our group, had reworked his
pontoon boat, so that he could stand or set to cast,
and had space for his large Husky dog. A heard of
40 or 50 Elk swam across the lake and majestically
moved up the hillside when they left the water. Later in the afternoon Osprey were diving in the water
picking off fish that were swimming too close to
the surface.
If you are fortunate enough to go on enough
fishing trips, you will witness some good luck and
some bad luck. The fishing improved in the afternoon with more and larger fish being caught.

While the morning produced fish up to 21 inches,
the afternoon had fish nearing 30 inches in length.
We felt lucky. While that is still a small Pike, it is
big enough to be hard on fishing equipment. David
Hwang was fighting a good size Pike when it decided to lunge underneath his float boat, and David's luck turned bad in a hurry. The rod got stuck
against the boat and exploded! Now David's four
piece rod was a seven piece rod. He had slivers of
fly rod stuck in his forehead, but he still had the
fish attached. David eventually landed the 27 inch
Pike and Joe Staller got the picture to go with the
story. In typical Joe fashion, he is holding the picture until he can weasel something out of David.
My friends and I are not perfect.
It was around 4:30 in the afternoon and the
group was collectively thinking about a perfect
cheeseburger. We packed away the gear and replaying our successes, and then we found ourselves
in for another treat. The Route 66 Car Show must
have just let out, and we were privileged to watch
a parade of WOW classic cars stream by as we
waited to make a left turn into Bun Huggers. The
cheeseburgers hit the spot and completed a perfect
fly fishing day. I am not even going to tell you about
the super models that we helped on the way home.
It was too perfect.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware
Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N
Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ, or at vince@
ajbest.com or 480 982 7461.
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RODS:
RODS
Dave Weaver custom 71/2 ft 3 wt
St. Croix Legend Ultra 9 ft 8 wt
Ross Essence 9 ft 4 wt
Certs for the following rods all 40% off retail:
St. Croix, Thomas & Thomas & 2 Winston’s
REELS:
Okuma 5/6 & 8/9
Ross 5/6
Lamson ¾
OTHER ITEMS:
Simms Waders • Various fly lines
Pontoon boat • Buck Knives
Saltwater pliers

Additional Information call: Charlie Rosser: 480-985-5238
....or e-mail me at: chasr123@cox.net

A "Small Stream"
Runs Through It
By
Gentry
Smith

Norm Maclean once wrote, "Eventually, all things
merge into one, and a river runs through it". And
for an individual whose family relocated to western Montana, where he spent his formidable years
growing up along the banks of the Blackfoot River,
likely his words could not have been more appropriately chosen. However, if Norm's family had
moved to Arizona he might have subsequently titled his masterpiece, "A Small Stream Runs through
It". Then maybe the movie version, of his famous
book, would have inspired a nation to pick-up a
fly rod and head to Arizona to explore the small
streams and creeks that flow through our state's diverse landscape. Ok, maybe not. But, it may have
at least inspired Arizonans' to do that.
Arizona offers some fantastic opportunities to fish
moving water despite the common misconception,
"There's no trout in the desert", especially, if you are
willing to put a little time and effort into locating

these fish. Am I really going to convince anyone
that fishing skinny water here in Arizona is more
satisfying than fishing one of the great western rivers? Probably not, but when you factor in the close
proximity to home and the ability to make a short
day trip out of it, fishing these creeks should certainly have its place with any local angler looking
to improve their skills. While larger trout may be
the exception to the rule here, rather than the norm
like our neighboring states, they are still tucked
away in those secret spots forgotten by time. In
other words; the spots far away from the crowds,
which nobody like to talk about. You just have to
work a bit harder to find these fish and keep your
expectations proportional. That's all.
Finding these "secret spots" can be the most challenging aspect of these types of adventures.
You
will need to utilize your best detective skills to first
decode encrypted reports from your local fly fish-
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A "Small Stream Runs" Through It...

ing message board. Then cross-reference books on
fly fishing Arizona trout streams, followed by further investigating the area on a forest map. Finally,
you must triangulate all this information and determine the best possible access point to said spot on
"Creek-X". Or you can simply choose to befriend
someone who is already familiar with an area and
is willing to share their knowledge with you. I personally, find the later greatly reduces the learning
curve. Therefore, I employ this method whenever
possible.
This past Sunday Jack Dengel invited me to tag
along with him to one of his favorite secret spots.
He wanted to go in search of his elusive Walter. For
anyone not familiar with Walter, he is the affectionately named 20+ inch brown trout, which has
eluded Jack from this same location a couple times
before. I had already heard several tales of this
monster fish and, with its mythical proportions,
had designated it to the same classification usually
reserved for fairies and unicorns. Regardless, I had
also heard reports of several 15-inch trout in this
creek, which I believed to be much more plausible,
so I was in with little resistance.
We left the valley at 5:00 am, which is our usual
departure time for trips like this, and proceeded to
travel up the hill. A short while later, we turned
onto an unmarked forest road and begin to creep
back into the woods. At this point my anticipation
was starting to build, as it often does when I am
about to explore a new location for the first time.
Finally, we found a nice clearing to park the vehicle
just a few hundred feet from the trail head. The sun
was beginning to climb into the sky. As quickly as
possible we stuffed our packs with all the necessary
gear for an extended day hike: rod, reel, leader, fly
boxes, tippit, nippers, hemos, raingear, dry cloths,
first aid and water. Oh yeah, and don't forget lunch!
The morning temperature was brisk. We decided to throw on our waders and boots and we
were on our way. The descent into the canyon was
a relatively easy hike, maybe around 800 feet down.
Regardless of the difficulty level, we stepped carefully, because with wading boots even the simplest
climbs can take an unexpectedly nasty turn. Once

at the bottom, we found ourselves standing at the
edge of a large glassy pool of water. I have to admit,
this was a much larger creek than I had originally
expected. My optimism began to grow. Here we
rigged up our lines and made our initial casts. A
few minutes later, nothing. So, it was time to move
on.
After taking a short cut over the ridgeline and maneuvering across a small waterfall, we were back on
the creek's bank. We then passed over several very
fishy looking pools, as we seemed to be hiking with
a purpose. I joked that Jack was rushing, like he
was late for an appointment. However, he assured
me there was a method to his madness. The morning sun was exposing these first few pools, and in
his past experience they fished better in the late afternoon when they are partly shaded. Therefore,
we should work them on our way back. He also
assured me there were more pools than we could
possibly cover in a single day, so we were taking
little risk in skipping ahead to the more productive
spots.
Eventually, we came upon a particularly long
pool, which Jack declared was his favorite. This
section was plenty big enough for us both to fish
at the same time, so we each picked an end and began to fish. Jack chose to start on the surface and I
opted to start fishing from the bottom. On my very
first cast, something engulfed my blood-red, simiseal leach. A short fight later, the fish would reveal
itself to be a beautiful 15-inch rainbow. This was
a nice fish to say the least, especially from a small
stream like this one. Then as I was releasing the fish
back into the water and thinking to myself, "what a
great start to the day", out of the corner of my eye
I saw something much bigger lunge from the water
between Jack and me. And there he was in all his
green & yellow glory. Walter! He must have been
a 24-inch fish, easily weighing 5-pounds or more.
We both stopped and looked at each other as if we
had just witnessed a super-natural phenomenon.
Then Jack's first words to me were, "I told you so!",
followed by a big grin.
For the next several minutes, time seemed to be
standing still. We took turns making calculated

casts, desperately hoping Walter would slip up and
take one of our imitations. But alas, reality soon
set in. He had already seen us and a fish like that
doesn't get that big by making rookie mistakes.
We continued downstream working the riffles,
runs and slack-water pools along the creek, catching and releasing fish after fish, but nothing that
compared to my first fish and, certainly, no Walters.
We did this until the sun began to disappear over
the opposite side of the canyon. We then decided
to start heading back, of course stopping-off at Walter's home along the way. When we got there the
door was locked and the lights were off and there
was no sign of him. Well, there is always next time
we thought.
Wading the pools on the way back that we had
passed over earlier proved to be very worthwhile
for Jack. He managed to successfully net a feisty
15-inch brown that he flushed out from an undercut bank using a streamer pattern. This was our
only brown of the day and Jack's first brown caught
on this particular creek. His fish was a very fitting
bookend to a very memorable day.
As is generally the case, the best fish stories often follow one of two distinct plot lines, the fish of
a lifetime or the one that got away. Unfortunately,
this one categorically falls into the second class. Although, Walter would once again get the better of
his pursuers, the day was far from a loss. We each
finished with a quality fish and more smaller trout
than we cared to keep count. We both agreed that
just being in the presences of a magnificent fish like
Walter is a wonderful thing to behold. Knowing
that Walter and others trout like him are still out
there, undetected, continues to motivate us to push
further and further away from the crowds to find
that next secret spot.
While my short essay may pale in comparison
to the brilliant work of the late Norm Maclean,
hopefully it has inspired you to pick up a fly-rod
and go find your very own Walter. He's out there
somewhere, hiding in a small steam in Arizona, just
waiting to be discovered!
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